Jennifer Price
Honorary Show Judge

Bordine’s Nursery 1835 Rochester Rd
Rochester Hills, MI 48307

Saturday, August 10

9am  Show opens to the public!
     100s of incredible bonsai trees are on display.
     Vendor booths open. The Flower Market, John Wall,
     Vance Wood and Matt Gothberg will have bonsai trees,
     pots, tools, soil and more for sale.

10am  Beginner’s Workshop
      Come watch a dozen club members styling their very
      own bonsai tree. They will learn how to wire, trim and
      repot each tree into a new pot.

10am  Jennifer Price will begin styling a large yamadori
      bonsai tree. Come early and witness the incredible
      transformation. Bring your camera!

5pm  Exhibit walk through with Jennifer Price.

6pm  Show closes.

Sunday, August 11

9am  Show opens to the public! Come see the the winners.

10am  Jennifer Price continues to style the demonstration tree.
      Raffle tickets are available to win this incredible tree
      for only $10 a piece.

3pm  Massive raffle! Open to public. Jennifer Price’s styled
      bonsai tree, pots, tools, bonsai trees, tools, art and so
      much more. $1 and $10 tickets available.

4pm  Show closes.

$3 entry fee for each day.
FSBC is a non-profit club.

Contact 4Seasonsbonsai@gmail.com

to join the club and get show information.
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